




































































































subscriber base is distributed across standalone and different 
types of bundled FTTH products. 

Figure 6.2 Distribution of FTTH subscribers across standalone and bundled retail products by operator 
(subscriber lines, Q2 2022) [X] 
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Note: For the acronym definitions, see Figure 6.1. 

Source: Oxera based on ComReg (2022). 'FTTC/FTTP Bundle Services (Retail Submission 

Data) - All Combinations'. 

6.13 First considering the three largest FTTH operators in Q2 2022 
(Eircom, with around [�X] FTTH subscribers; Vodafone, 
with around [�X] FTTH subscribers; and Sky, with 
around [�X] FTTH subscribers), we make the following 
observations.47

•

•

Eircom: only [XIX]% of Eircom·s FTTH subscriber base 
purchased a standalone broadband product in Q2 2022, with 
the remaining [�X]% taking a bundled product. The most 
popular bundled product was [  

], accounting for [�X]% of all Eircom·s FTTH 
subscribers. This distribution has remained broadly stable 
since Q1 2021. 
Vodafone: a large share of Vodafone's FTTH subscribers take 
a [ ] product <[i<l!lx ]%) with 
the remainder spread relatively evenly across three bundled 
types. This distribution has remained broadly stable since Q3 
2021. 

•
Sky: the focus is primarily on bundles including [  

] ([�X]%), and ([ X]%) of 
its overall FTTH subscribers taking a [  

] product. This trend has remained broadly 
stable since Q1 2021.

6.14 Next, considering three smaller FTTH operators in Q2 2022 (Pure 
Telecom with around [�X] FTTH subscribers; Virgin 
Media with around [�X] FTTH subscribers; and Digiweb 

47 Oxera based on ComReg (2022), 'FTTC/FTTP Bundle Services (Retail Submission Data)

- All Combinations'.
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with around [�X] FTTH subscribers), we make the 
following observations:48

• Pure Telecom: the large majority C[Xll!IXJ%) of FTTH 
subscribers purchase a [ ] 
product. Since Q1 2021, [ ] has 
accounted for an increasing share of Pure Telecom·s FTTH 
subscriber base.

• Virgin Media: the large majority [Xll!IXJ% of its FTTH 
subscribers take [ ], with 
the remaining [�X]% of its FTTH subscribers taking a
[ ] product. Virgin Media has 
experienced fluctuations in the distribution of subscribers 
across products, with growth in the share of its FTTH 
subscribers taking [ ] since Q2 
2021.

• Digiweb: the majority [Xll!IXJ% of FTTH subscribers 
purchase a [ ] product with the 
remaining [Xll!IXJ% of its FTTH subscribers taking
[ ]. Since Q2 2021, [  

] has accounted for a decreasing share of 
Digiweb's FTTH subscriber base.

6.15 The above shows that a range of product types are important 
to the competitive dynamics for FTTH, with operators providing 
a mix of standalone and bundled products to customers, with a 
number of rivals having a larger share of standalone broadband 
offerings than Eircom. This suggests that, to preserve effective 
competition and ultimately protect consumers, it is important 
to ensure that access seekers have a sufficient margin to 
compete on both standalone FTTH broadband products and the 
range of bundle products. 

6.16 We recognise that there will be a large range of different 
standalone and bundle products as operators will offer FTTH 
broadband at multiple different bandwidth speeds and usage 
caps. Moreover, in relation to bundles, there may be variations 
in terms of the other services included in the bundle. For 
example, operators may offer different quality TV offerings. 
Given the large range of products, some will account for a 
larger volume of subscribers and will be more important for 
competition than others. For example, a certain bundle type 
and broadband speed may be more important for competition 
at a given point in time. 

6.17 However, given the nascent nature of FTTH and the potential 
for evolving competitive dynamics across the market review 
period, the importance of different individual products is likely 
to evolve over the market review period. Therefore, we consider 
that all FTTH retail products sold by Eircom should be included 
in the FTTH MST. 

6.18 Based on the above, our recommendation is as follows: 

48 Ibid.
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